COUNTER TERRORISM
ThirdEye Systems
making systems smarter
With increasement of terror attacks and attempts of disruptive the civil prosper life, first responders must act immediately with lack of critical information regarding the area, facility, status and many moving parameters that can be critical for the operation success and may define operation as success or not due to lack of raw, immediate real time intelligence for the forces and decision maker on ground.

ThirdEye Systems allow the forces on ground get a real time, analyzed information for all the critical intelligence they require to operate in complex environment that changes frequently. The CHIMERA payload mounted on a various type of drone that can be operated by the force immediately and transmit analyzed data in real time in a rapidly changed situation.

**SYSTEM ADVANTAGES:**

- Cost effective, easy to operate and maintain
- Immediate deployment
- On board autonomous analytics with real time transmission
- Can be mounted on existing tools
- Can be operate on-the-move with only 1 man
- Can be synchronized with other measures in field
- Adjustable for user’s specifications and needs

- Integrated with existing data (maps, topography)
- Map covered scanned zones with Geo-Location attract
- Auto Tracker
- Real time data flows directly to the forces on ground
- Offline operated
- Operator can control multiple tools